Escalating Threat Levels of Bacterial Infection Can Be Discriminated by Distinct MAPK and NF-κB Signaling Dynamics in Single Host Cells.
During an infection, immune cells must identify the specific level of threat posed by a given bacterial input in order to generate an appropriate response. Given that they use a general non-self-recognition system, known as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), to detect bacteria, it remains unclear how they transmit information about a particular threat. To determine whether host cells can use signaling dynamics to transmit contextual information about a bacterial stimulus, we use live-cell imaging to make simultaneous quantitative measurements of host MAPK and NF-κB signaling, two key pathways downstream of TLRs, and bacterial infection and load. This combined, single-cell approach reveals that NF-κB and MAPK signaling dynamics are sufficient to discriminate between (1) pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) versus bacteria, (2) extracellular versus intracellular bacteria, (3) pathogenic versus non-pathogenic bacteria, and (4) the presence or absence of features indicating an active intracellular bacterial infection, such as replication and effector secretion.